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THE ENERGETICS OF IMMUNIZATION AND VACCINATION
The act of vaccination is meant here to give an antigenic material, usually through unnatural
methods to induce immunization. Immunization is a series of biological responses by the vaccinated
such that protection was created, where it wasn't available before vaccination.
The concept of vaccination is based on the mechanics initially understood from homeopathy.
In this system of remedies, "like cures like"; giving the biological system an artificial short term
disease (a remedy), temporarily displacing a more long term situation in which symptoms are seen.
The theory is that this slightly more powerful short-term artificial disease helps the biological system
on all levels in strengthening its response to the changing conditions of life. The symptoms of
disease are a by -product of insufficient response to a perceived threat to the system on some level.
Vaccination does not confer immunity. Vaccination might express an underlying pre-existing
immunity in term of observable titers or might stimulate the latent immune capabilities of the
biological system and thus enhance quicker more efficient action in the future. A healthy immune
system does not need vaccination, as it is capable and waiting to perform its function with minimal
disturbance. Immunocompetence is a by-product of health, it is not conferred by vaccination.
Vaccination usually gives the biological organism of concern, or some product of its function
or structure to stimulate a response in the recipient. This is isopathy (giving the exact same), where
as homeopathy will prefer to give an unrelated substance or energy with a history of illiciting a
similar symptom pattern. Vaccination rational is based on using the physical end product of
weakened immunity and using it to remind other biological systems of the consequences of previous
poor immunologic function.; it is spreading fear in the form of the product of immune incompetence.
In an ideal sense vaccination in its unfounded basis attempts to use an indication of weakened
immunologic function (the organism itself or its products) as a means to strengthen the immune
system. This is not only unfounded but often times counter productive. Where in fact vaccination
agitates, distorts, and helps to corrupt the less competent immune systems --- those that need the help
the most. In the short run it appears that susceptibility to a specific disease has been reduced
(allaying human fear), when in fact this fear transfer is deposited deeper in the biological system as
seeds for future chronic disease.
Vaccination as it is currently being over used in Veterinary medicine today helps alleviate the
fear of acute disease in the client (and veterinarian) and transfers it into chronic disease in the patient.
The Veterinary profession is viewed as "protecting" the animals for which it is monetarily
compensated. Protecting from what? Where are the studies to show that animals annually vaccinated
have a better protection against disease (even acute disease of the vaccine itself) than those
vaccinated only as kittens or puppies?
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Fear as the basis of action propagates fear in multitudinal forms. The fear of disease is the
fuel of disease. This fear is the energetic basis of the immune system perceiving substances as
threatening and mounting a response to harmless materials such as allergens and autoimmune
substances. Most often the response itself is the disease. The fear of possible threat is the attacker;
suicide at its best. Depositing the end-product of dysfunction as vaccination harms in more ways the
systems in most need of support.
Humans fear disease, animals know it as transient restriction, easily making adjustments with
very little complaint. Disease as a real thing for animals is non-existent; for they are ever in the flow
of nature herself, yet they reflect how we see them. As the companion animal is the recipient of
human thought, feeling and action it absorbs unconditionally the fear as well as the love. The human
fear of acute disease as expressed in unsubstantiated over vaccination can only result in added
chronic disease, fibrosarcomas and end stage renal disease are some of the best indicators of this
disease transfer.
A healthy immune system functions silently in propagating health.
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